Theory, that I edited (Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1972, pp. 205-250) . All of these categories of systems have been shown to be categories in the sense mathematical theory of categories.
Ed Byrnes, who spoke at Dr Orchard's memorial service, captured well the overall character of his friend:
In thinking about what to say to you today I am struck by what a multifaceted human being Bob was. I hope these three words -enthusiasm, generosity, and love -can convey at least part of who Bob Orchard was.
Bob began a journey in the Washington Heights neighborhood of upper Manhattan that went through the US Military, the halls of academe, the frontiers of applied science, the human psyche, and places that included Europe and the Caribbean. Bob's enthusiasm and curiosity created a voyage that he readily invited us to join. We are all better human beings for having shared some time along the ways with Bob Orchard.
Bob was a completely generous soul. He was always willing, in fact exited, to share his time, his knowledge, and his heart with everyone he met on his path. Bob was equally genuine, kind, and engaging with academic and scientific colleagues, fellow jazz enthusiasts, students, and people from the most humble of circumstances whom he met wherever he went. Bob's work in both advancing our scientific knowledge and improving the lives of people who were suffering was rooted in his love for humanity. With Bob's passing, I am saddened not only by my personal loss, but also from knowing that there is less love in the world today.
Bob approached life with great humor and joy. Although losing him is difficult, let us remember his smile, his wit, and his ability to deeply share who he was with everyone he touched.
I worked with Bob in many different ways over the years; at Bell Laboratories developing capacity planning methodology for complex systems, as a consultant supporting me at Digital Equipment Corporation, as my thesis adviser, developing the rule book on new venture startups, NLP, Artificial Intelligence research, psychology and mind models. For five years, I spent a week in the fall and a week in the spring each year with Bob, researching whatever topic interested him. He leaves behind his wife Leisa, daughters Jennifer and Judy, son Frank, stepdaughter Michelle, many close friends from all over the world, and beloved students.
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